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Abstract,, In this paper we compare the interchange condition of Ogden, Ross and Winklmann 
to various puy?ing conditions: the classic pumping condition, Ogden’s condition, generalized 
Ogden’s conditiohq, linear versions of the above conditions and the Sokolowski-type conditions. 
In addition, we formulate an interchange condition for linear context-free languages and compare 
it with the other conditions. Our results how that the interchange conditions are incomparable 
with the various pumping conditions, they are strictly stronger than Sokolowski’s condition, and 
are incomparable to the extended Sokolowski’s condition. 
1. htroduction 
The family of context-free languages i  central among the many language families 
studied in formal language theory [ 15,17,7], as well as in applications to compiler 
construction [ 1,2,26] and other areas [30,9]. The traditional pumping lemmas 
provide a powerful tool for proving that certain languages are not context-free 
[S, 23,4,28,12,29] and the main advantage of such pumping lemmas is in the 
brevity and clarity of the associated proof methods. Thus, when for some language 
L the conditions of an appropriate such lemma are not satisfied, one is able to give 
a short and “crystal clear” proof that L is not context-free. Prompted by these 
successes, pumping lemmas for many other language families have been proven 
[24,16,8,11,20,6,19,21], to list just some of those dealing with (nonregular) 
subfamilies of context-free languages. Note that (almost) without exception, ail 
these lemmas provide a necessary but not sufficient condition for belonging to a 
given family of languages. It is not surprising therefore that some noncontext-free 
languages atisfy (some, or all of) these conditions thus rendering (some, or all of) 
these lemmas useless in those special cases. Faced with this problem one can either 
try to strengthen the existing pumping lemmas (as, for example, 1231 did to [S], [4] 
to [23], and [12] to [28]), or try to prove a completely new necessary condition. 
The latter approach was taken in [27,25] where a new and interesting “interchange 
lemma” for context-free anguages was proven. The novel feature of the int 
lemma is that new strin s in the language are 
etween words in the language rather than by the “standard pumping”. The first 
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application of the interchange lemma, perhaps intially its “raison d’stre”, was a 
nice solution to an open question regarding the language of repetitive strings [3]. 
Another application of the interchange lemma was supplied in [22] where it was 
shown that the language of permutation-containing strings (over any alphabet of 
at least 16 letters) is not context-free. In a pre\lious paper [lo], the present authors 
have studied and compared the various pumping conditions with respect o their 
power. In this paper we compare the interchange conditions to these pumping 
conditiokls: the classic pumping condition [ 53, Ogden’s condition [ 231, generalized 
Ogden’s condition [4], linear versions of the above conditions [lo], and the 
Sokolowski-type conditions [23,12]. In addition we formulate an interchange condi- 
tion for linear context-free languages as.5 compare it with the other conditions. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the main definitions and 
set our terminology. We fo&rmulate he interchange conditions for context-free and 
linear context-free languages and then prove the interchange lemma for the linear 
languages. At the end of Section 2 we recall the various pumping conditions (all 
of which are special cases of the generalized Ogden’s condition of [4] and) with 
Fig. 1. 
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which the interchange conditions will be compared. Formulation of the Sokolowski- 
type conditions is delayed until Section 5. In Section 3 we compare the interchange 
conditions with the various pumping conditions for context-free languages. The 
results are presented in the inclusion diagram of Fig. 2 (or the (I, C)-plane of Fig. 
1). The various areas of this diagram are filled systematically by utilizing two 
operations on languages and proving some of their properties. In Section 4 we 
compare the interchange conditions with the linear pumping conditions. A par- 
ticularly interesting issue in this context is the comparison between the interchange 
conditions and the generalized linear Ogden’s condition. The results of this section 
are shown in Fig. 3 (the (I, L)-plane of Fig. 1). In Section 5 we compare the 
interchange conditions with the Sokolowski-type conditions [28,12]. An interesting, 
and perhaps omewhat unexpected, result here is that the interchange condition for 
context-free languages is strictly stronger than the Sokolowski condition [28] while 
being incomparable with the extended Sokolowski condition [12]. The results are 
summarized in Fig. 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we will present he basic definitions, notation and some elementary 
results. We will start with general concepts, then proceed with background material 
for the interchange conditions [25,22] and conclude by recalling some terminology 
and results related to pumping conditions [5,23,4, lo]. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic theory of context-free languages 
[ 1, 15,7,17]. CFL denotes the family of all context-free languages (cfl’s), i.e., 
languages generated by context-free grammars (cfg’s). LIN is the family of linear 
context-free languages (lcfl’s). For a word w, 1 WI denotes its length and Wi is the ith 
symbol of w; E is the empty word. For a word w and a letter a, #,(w) is the number 
of occurrences of a in w. For a set Q we will use IIQll to denote the cardinality of 
Q. For a language L, L” is the set of all words of length n in L. However, when C 
is an alphabet, C” denotes the set of all words of length n over C. Let z be a 
(terminal) word of length n. An integer i, 1 < i 4 n, is a position in z. For z we may 
regard some positions as distinguished positions (dp’s) and some as excluded positions 
(ep’s). A particular position can be both a dp and an ep or, perhaps, neither. We 
will sometimes write dep to mean a dp that is not an ep. The obGous convention 
that we use here can be extended to other combinations. d(z) and e(z) are respectively 
the number of dip’s and ep’s in z. When x and y are disjoint subwords of z, by 
d(xy) (e(xy)) we mean the number of dp’s (ep’s) that occur within x and y (in z). 
Let n, i, m be integers uch that i, m 30, nal, and i+msn. The sequence of 
positions [i+ 1, i+2,. . . , i + m] is an (i, m)-window (relative to n). 
is an (i, m)-window for some i 2 0 and a window is some (i, m)-window. When 
applying this terminology to a string of length n we identify a window with the 
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substring that “can be seen through it”. Thus for the string z = aIa2.. . a,, the 
subr 3g @+I&+2 . l l Qi+m is the (i, m)-window in z. For a set of strings R s C” we 
define an operation of “interchanging windows” by 
IW,,(R)={xwy13u, V;Z[lXl =lul= i; Iwl =lzl= m; xzy, UWUE RI}. 
Example 2.1. (i) Let n = 4 and R = {abac, cabb}. Then IW0,2( R) = {abac, cabb, 
caac, abbb}. 
(ii) Note that, more generally, we have IW, ,,, ({ z}) = {z}, R s I WI ,,, (R) and R = . . 
IWO,*(R) for R c C”. 
This operation of interchanging windows is at the heart of the interchange condition 
of [25] which we formulate next: 
Interchange Condition (IC): A language LG C* satisfies IC if there exists a 
constant c such that, for every n 3 m 2 2 and for every Qn c L”, there exists a subset 
R c Q,, for which 
(I) II Rll a llOnIIl(c l n2), and 
(2) IWi,(R)c L” for some ia0 and S ma k>$m. 
The LiAear Interchange Condition (I&) is the same as IC except hat conditions 
(1) and (2) are replaced by the respective linear conditions: 
(le) llRll a IIOnl!l!c* n!i and 
(28) IWi,(R) E L” for some i 30. 
Besides the obvious difference in the lower bounds of (1) and ( le), note that in 
the linear case we can choose the exact size of the window while in the general 
c&case we can only choose bounds on the size of the window. We will denote by 
IL (IL&) the class of languages that satisfy IC (I&). Following immediately from 
the definitions we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.2. (i) IL8 5 IL. 
(ii) Every language over a one-letter alphabet is in IL8 (and hence in IL). 
It was shown in [25] that CFLc IL. We will now show the analogous result 
LINs IL& Since the proofs are similar to those in 1251, we will just outline the 
arguments. Let G = (D/Y, T, P, S) be an lcfg (linear cfg) generating a language L and 
let r a2 be the length of a longest right-hand side of any production in R Let n 
and m be integers with n 3 m 2 r. 
.3. For each z in L” there exists a nonterminal A in IV and a deriuation of 
theform S+* WAY** wxy=z with m#>m-(r-1). 
Starting from the root of a derivation tree for z, keep walking down along 
the “nonterminal spine” until you reach a node ZJ with at most m leaves under it. 
led and let x be the (terminal) word derived from 
e nonterminal which labels the parent node of u derives a 
and hence, Ixl+ r - 1 > m. Cl 
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As in [25], for any Qn C_ L” (where L = L(G) for lcfg 6) define 
Q~(~,~~)={wxuEQ~IIwI=~,(~~=~,S~* WAY+* wxy}. 
Lemma 2.4. For any subset Q” s L” there xist 
m -(t+ 1) and a nontermiiwl A such that 
integers i,jaOsuchthatmkn-i-j> 
IlO,Ci, 4i>ll a llNll (‘F’l, . n . 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, Q” = UQJ i, A, j) where the union is over all nonterminals 
A in N and all integers i, j 20 for which man-i-j>m-r-1. Hence, IIQJ= 
IIUQA 48II s Cl1 QdS AA- S ince the number of terms in the sum is bounded 
bY IINII l (r+U . n, the lemma follows. Cl 
Theorem 2.5. (Interchange L mma for LIN). LINs IL& 
Proof. Lel G = (N, T, P, S) be an lcfg with r = 2 and L = L(G). Let c = 3 l 11 Nil and 
apply Lemma 2.4. See [25]. Cl 
We end this section by recalling and formulating the pumping conditions with 
which the interchange conditions will be compared in subsequent sections. 
Generalized Ogden’s Condition (GOC) [IO]: A language L c C* satisfies GOC if 
there exists a constant n such that for every z in L and for every marking of positions 
in z which satisfies d(z) > ne(‘)+’ there exist u, u, w, X, and y in C* such that 
z = uuwxy and the following conditions hold: 
(i) d(ux)a 1 and e(m) =0, 
(ii) d( uwx) G ne(uwx)+l and 
(iii) for every i 20, uu’wx’y is in L. 
The Generalized Linear Ogden’s Condition (GO&) [lo] is exactly like GOC 
except that the assumption d(z) > n’(‘)+l is replaced by the assumption d(z) > 
n(e(z) + 1) and csndition (ii) is replaced by the condition: d( uuxy) s n(e( uuxy) + Q. 
Special, well-known cases of these conditions are obtained by restricting the func- 
tions d and e. Thus letting e(z) = 0 for all z gives Ogden’s Condition [23] denoted 
by OC (respectively Linear Ogden’s Condition [lo] denoted by O&J. Requiring in 
addition d(z) = lzl gives the usual Pkmping Condition [S] denoted by PC (respectively 
Linear ptrmping Condition [7,17], denoted by PC,). As in the case of the interchange 
conditions, changing the letter “C” to letter “L” in the condition-name will denote 
the class of languages that satisfy the respective condition; thus, GQL is the class 
of languages that satisfy GOC. 
3. rise ‘S 
we will compare terc 
nal results are dep d in the inclusion diagram of Fig. 2 (or the 
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Fig. 2. 
(I, C)-plane of Fig. 1). In effect, we will show that none of the fourteen “areas” of 
that diagram is empty. 
To facilitate our proofs we will define two operations on languages. Their relevance 
to our study will be in that they will provide a systematic tool in constructing 
appropriate counterexamples. In [lo] we have defined similar operations and have 
supplied the necessary proofs. Since the proofs are similar (and not difficult), we 
will leave out those that relate to pumping and present only those that relate to 
interchange conditions. 
Let C be an alphabet hat does not include f or g and let L be a language over 
C. Then the operations are the following. 
e-operation: L’=(zf”g”Jz in L, nal}uZ*, 
s-operation: Ls={f”zgn~z in L, nW)uP. 
The first theorem shows how these operations can force languages to satisfy the 
pumping conrditions and the second theorem allows one to locate languages that 
satisfy Ogdrlr conditions but not the pumping conditions. 
For any language L 
(i) Le is in PL 
(ii) Ls is in PL[. 
. If L is not in PL (respectively PLc), then Le (respectively L”) is not in 
L (respectively 
sult relates the 
ave seen in section 2 that any lang 
ert we strengthen this observation. 
ange conditions. 
abet satisfies I& 
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3.3. Let Ls (a)*. liben Le and L8 are in IL8 (and hence in IL). 
Proof. The argument for the two cases is si.mikr and so we wil! only treat he e-case, 
showing that Le satisfies I& with constallrlt c = 2Letn~m~2andQ,,asubsetof 
( Le)? Define the following subsets of Qn: 
A={z in Q,,Izm=a}, B={z in Q,,Izm=g}, 
Ci = {z in Q,, 1 z = aifgk and z,,, =f). 
Note that 11 Gill s 1 and that there can be at most m - 1 such Ci’s. Let R be one of 
those subsets above that has the largest cardinality. Clearly, R G Qn and I?VO,,,,( 
Le. Furthermore, II R II = maxWll; 11~11; 0, implying 
(m+l) l IIRII 2 IIAII+IIsII+ C IIGII = IIQnII 
icm 
and hence 
IIRII a IlQnII > IlQnII 3 IIQnII m+l 2m 2n ’ 
Thus, Le satisfies ICC. Cl 
We now proceed to prove the correctness of the diagram in Fig. 2. Consider the 
languages: 
Lp = {ambmcndn I m, n 2 I}, 
Lz={z in {a, b}*l~=(ab)~*q prime}, 
& = (2 in {a, 6)” I 2 = ab9 * q prime}. 
LI is in CFL but not in LIN, see [13]. L2 was shown to be in GOL but not in CFL 
and La was shown to be in OL but not in GOL [4]. To place Li (i = 1,2,3) into 
area i of Fig. 2 we need to show that Li satisfies I&. Since the proofs are similar, 
we will argue only that L2 satisfies I& with constant c = 6. Let 2 s m G n and 
Q,, G L,“. If n is odd or twice a prime, then take R = Q,,. 
and IWo,m( R) C_ Lz. Otherwise, n = 2 t with t composite llow ing subsets 
of Q”: 
A = {z in Q,, I z ends with a}, 
= {z in Q” I z starts with b},- 
C = {Z in Qn I zi = zi+l, for some i < m}, 
Q = {Z in QR I zi = Zi+lr for some C’> 
E={z in QnIzm=zm+l=8[), 
F={z in Q,,Izm=z,,,+,= 
be one of the above sets with the largest cardinality. Obviously, HW,,,( 
and IlR iI 2 ill Q,, II > II Q,, II/an showing that L2 is in IL& 
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Now, the language Ls = {up 1 p prime} is not in PL while, by Corollary 2.2, L5 
satisfies I&; hence L5 fits exactly in area 5 of Fig. 2. By Theorem 3.1(i), L4 = L: is 
in PL, while, by Theorem 3.2, L4 is not in OL and, by Theorem 3.3, L4 is in ILe; 
thus, L4 falls exactly into area 4. 
Next consider the language L6 = {xuuR#vvRyIx, u, v, y in Z*}, where C = {a, b, c} 
and wR denotes the reverse of w. Obviously, L6 is context-free and hence it is in IL. 
Claim 3.4. L6 is not in IL& 
Proof. Suppose L6 satisfies IL8 with constant c. Let n a 2 be an integer that satisfies 
9. p-I) > 9c l (4n + 1) l 2”-* and let 
Q 4n+, ={uu~#~)v~~IuI = ]OI= n; ui # ui+l and Oi # Vi+1 for 1 s i < n}. 
Then Q4n+l~ Lz”+l, IIQan+J = (3 l 2”-‘)* and, for each w in Q4n+l, w does not 
contain a subword of the form CYQ! R#/3p R except itself. Let m = 3 n + 1. By I&, there 
exist an R C_ Q4n+l and an ia such that IWi,m(R)cLF+’ and lIR))a 
IlQ4n+,ll/(c. (4n + 1)). By our assumption on n, II Rll> 9 l 2”-2. On the other hand, 
let r = u,u2u#vv,v2 and s = x,~c~x#yy,y~ be two strings in R such that lu,l= lx11 = i 
and ~u2u#vvl~ = I~~x#yy,l= m; i.e., u2u#vvl and x2x#yy, can be interchanged. 
This means that J= u,~c~x#yy,v~ and s’= x1u2u# vvly2 are also in L6 and hence, 
by definition of Qd”+,, we must have x = (x*x~)~ =X:X: and also x = (u*x*)~ = x:ur 
implying that x1 = ul. Similarly, we must have y2 = v2. If follows that all the strings 
in R have an identical prefix of length i and an identical suffix of length n - i. This 
implies that for words in R we “are free” to choose at most the u2- and v,-parts, 
i.e., a total of n positions and this means that II R 11 s 32 l 2”-2 contradicting an earlier 
conclusion. This contradiction proves the claim and places L6 in area 6 of Fig. 2. Cl 
In [25] the language of repetitive strings LI1 = {my Ix # E and X, y, u in Z*}, 
C = (4 b, c}, was shown not to be in IL. We will show that LI1 is in GOL. Let w 
be in C+. A position i, 1 s i s I WI, is said to be deletabje if the word resulting from 
w by deleting Wi is in L, 1. 6(w) denotes the number of deletable positions in w. 
roof. This follows immediately from the fact that each block of five letters has at 
least one deletable position while each block of six has at least two deletable 
positions. Cl 
. Lll satisjies GOC with constant n = 5. 
Let z = arp,By be in Lll with a marking that satisfies d(z) > 5e(z’? Thus z 
there is such a in ej let t, be the 1 ch 
ne larly, if there is a Y, 
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let x be the rightmost such dZp, w = t) = e and define u and y accordingly. In both 
cases, 
d(vx)=l and e(vx)=O, 1 
d( vwx) = 1 c 5e(“wx)+1, ( 1 * 
uv’wx’y is in L1, for all i 2 0. j 
Now suppose that neither cy nor y has any dep’s. Then d(cur) se(q) and Pp 
must have at least 6 dbp’s. If one of these is also deletable, then we let it be v, 
x = w = E and u, y are defined accordingly. It is easy to see that the three conditions 
(*) hold. Finally, assume that none of the dep’s is deletable. We first show that Bp 
has at least two deletable positions which are Ep’s (i.e., nonexcluded). Note 
ISpI> 6. If Bp had at most one deletable position which is Ep, then S(pp) s e(bp) + I 
and hence, using Claim 3.5, d(flp) s IpP] s SS(pP) s S(e@fl) + 1) which implies 
contradicting our assumption. We conclude that Pp has at least two deletable 
positions which are ep’s, as well as at least six dep’s. Define v and x as the closest 
pair of letters within Pp such that 
(i) one of them is deletable and &p, and the other dtp, and 
(ii) there are at least four positions between v and X. Define u, w and y accordingly. 
It is easy to see that such v and x always exist. Since every block of five letters has 
a deletable position (within itself) and since v and x are never in the same block 
of five letters, it follows that deleting v and x creates a repetition, i.e., uwy is in 
L,,. Obviously, uv’wx’y is in L,, for i 2 1. Since w can have at most four dep’s, 
d(w) e e(w) +4. Also, d( vx) = 1 and e( vx) = 0. Thus, 
and the claim is proved. Cl 
To complete the proof of correctness ofthe diagram of Fig. 2 we need the following 
claim. 
3.7. All of the classes of languages GOL, OL, BL, GOLp, OLp, PLe, 
IL& are closed under union. 
For the pumping classes, the proof is easy, see also [lo]. Let Li satisfy IC 
with constant ci, i = 1,2, and let L=L,uL2. For any narna2 and 
let Qi be Q” n Li, i = 1,2. Since Li satisfies IC, there exists an 
IIRill3 IlQb//(cin2), i = 1,2 and 
IW,.k(R,) c L, for some ra0, $n < k s yn, 
2) c 1L2 for so 
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Without loss of generality, assume that IlLSI 11 a ll&/. Put R = &. “I%en ,l? G Q” and 
IWrk( R) G Lfl E L for some r 2 0 and fm < k s m. Also . 
where c = max(c,, c2). Thus L satisfies IC with constant 2~. 0 
We can now use Claim 3.7 to fill the remaining areas of our diagram. In the 
following definitions, each of the form Li = Lj u Lk, we will assume that Lj and Lk 
are over disjoint alphabets. Let 
L,= L2v L& Lg= LjU L& L#J = Lqv Le; Ll() = Ls v Le; 
L12= L3u L1,; L*j= L& L,1; L14= Lgu L,1. 
It is easy to check that each language Li, 7 S is 14 fits exactly into area i of our 
Fig. 2. This completes our analysis of the relationships between the interchange 
conditions and the (general) pumping conditions. We summarize this in the folio-wing 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. l%e diagram of Fig. 2 is correct, i.e., none of the areas in the diagram 
is empty. 
. arison between IC9s and PC& 
In this section we will study the (I, L)-plane of Fig. 1 which we reproduce here 
with the various areas numbered for our convenience (see Fig. 3). 
The language 
K,-{aPbPcrd’Ip, r~l}u{aPb9crd”~1~p<q; r,sN} 
u{aPb9crdslp, q, r, sa 1; O<p-qa r+s) 
0 8 0 12 
Fig. 3. 
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was shown in [lo] to be in GOLe but not in LIN (the latter part follows from a 
lemma of Greibach 1141). To place K1 in area 1 we will prove the following: 
.l. K, satisfies ICe with constant c = 3. 
Proof. Let m, n be integers uch that n 3 m 3 2 and let Q,, C_ K y. Define the following 
subsets of Qn. 
A={z in Q&m=u}, 
B=(z in QJz,=d}, 
Ci={z in Q,,iz,=b, #,(z)=i} 
D~={z in Q,,~z~=c, #,(~)=j=#b(z), YF~(z)=#~(z)}, 
E={z in Q,,Iz*= c, 1 s +%X(z) c #b(Z)), 
F,={z in QnIzm= c, #a(z)+ #b(Z) = s o< #a(z) -#a(z) 
s #c(z) + #d(Z)). 
Note that ism-1, j&(m- 1) and k s m - 1. Let R be one of the sets above that 
has maximum cardinality. Then 
IIRII l [3+( m-l)+ L(m-l)!J +(m-OPllQnll 
and so /RI1 2 IIQnll/3m 2 II On 11/3n* It is easy to see that IW,,( R) E K1 and the 
claim is proved. Cl 
Let K2 = {z in { ~1, b}* I z = ab9*q prime} (= L3 of Fig. 2). In [lo] we have shown 
that K2 is in OLe but not in GOL&. In the previous section we have seen that K2 
is in IL,; thus K2 fits area 2. 
Next, put K4 = {up Ip prime} (= L5 of Fig. 2). Obviously, K4 satisfies I& and not 
PC,; hence it is in area 4. Define K3 = K’,. By ‘Theorem 3.1, K3 is in PLc and, by 
Theorem 3.2, it is not in OLe. By Theorem 3.3, K3 is in ILe and hence it exactly fits 
area 3 of Fig. 3. 
Define now KS = {uxxy I x # E and u, x, y in X*} (= L,, of Section 3); KS was 
shown not to be in IL [25,27] and we have shown in Section 3 that it is in GOL. 
Using similar arguments we can prove that Kg is in GOLe implying its placenient 
in area 9 of Fig. 3. Using disjoint union and the fact that all the classes of languages 
discussed here are closed under union we can fill areas 10, 11, and 12 by the 
respective languages Kl,, = K2 v K,, K1 1 = K3 u KS and K12 = K4 u KS. 
It remains to fill the “vertical areas” 5, 6, 7, and 8. These are the areas that 
separate I& and IC and in the following discussion we will try to shed some light 
on the difference between those two conditions. 
Let a a 1 and B 3 0 be two integers and let f and g be two letters not in c. 
define an operation on languages L E X* by 
L(a, b)={fwg’Ilw] =ai+b,i~l,w~L}u{fmxgn(n#m,xE~*}. 
The first property of this operation is that it forces languages into G 
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emem 4.2. L(a, 6) is in GOL&. 
f. Since the second “part” of L(a, 6) is lcfl, we only need to consider z =fW1gi 
where w1 E L, Iw,l = ai + b for some i 2 1 and z has a marking such that d(z) > 
k(e(z) + 1) where k = max{a +2, b}+ 1. If there exist some deps among f’s, then let 
v be the leftmost dZp in f’, let x = y = E and define u and w accordingly. Otherwise, 
if there exist some deps among g’s, then let x be the rightmost dbp in gi, let u = v = E 
and define w and y accordingly. Finally, if there are no dl?ps among f’s or g’s, then 
there must exist some bp amongf’s (otherwise we would have e(z) a i which implies 
that 
k(e(z)+l)ak(i+l)>(a+2)i+b=lzlsd(z) 
contradicting our assumption). Thus we let v be the leftmost ep in fi, x be the 
rightmost dZp in w, and define u, w and y accordingly. Clearly in all cases, 
d(u) s e(u), db+QW, 
d(vx) = 1, e(vx) =O. 
Therefore, d( uvxy) s e( uvxy) + 1~ k(e( uvxy) + 1) and, moreover, pumping produces 
words in L(a, b). Thus L(a, b) satisfies GO&. 0 
Next we show that IL is closed under this oneration. 
.3. If L is in IL, then so is L( a, b). 
f. Let L2 = {f”xg” I n # m, x E X*} and L1 = L(a, b) - L,; since L2 is cfl, it 
satisfies IC. Let c and c2 be the IC-constants of L and L2 respectively and let 
II a m 2 2 be integers with Qn c L(u, b)“. Partition Qn into two sets, A = Q,, n L, 
and B = Qn n L2. Since L2 satisfies IC with constant c2 and B s LT, there exists a 
subset R,c B for which: 
(i) 11R2112 llRll/(c2- n2), and 
(ii) IWik(R2)C Li for some ia and m 2 k>$m. 
Note that ibr some n the set A is empty and for such an II we let R = R2. Otherwise, 
there are two cases to oe considered. 
case 1: 2smQcu=(an+2b)/(a+2). Put QA={wcLJfiwgicA} and note that 
QA G LQ. Since L satisfies IC with constant c, there exists a subset RA G QA for which 
(i) IIRAII 2 IlQ&b2)> llAlll(~~~), and 
(ii) ,k( RA) C_ La for some j 2 0 and m 3 k > $m. 
efine I={f’wg’IwERA,i=~ (n - cu)}. Clearly, RI G A G Q” and also IW,,k( R,) c 
Lr for I=i+j and m 2 k > km. Furthermore, II RI II = II RA II and so II R, II= II &II > 
to be the set with the larger cardinality among RI and 
a 
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~~~se2:2~a!<m.HerewecantakeR,=A,Z=%(n-cr),k=mandhavellRtli= 
I?Alf > llA//(cn*) and IW&Z,) G Ly. The rest of the argument is as in Case 1. 
It follows that L(a, b) satisfies IC with constant c + c,. Cl 
Theorem 4.4. If L is in ILI, then so is L( a9 b). 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3. Cl 
Recall now the language L6 = {xuuR#uvRy 1 x, y, u, tl in Z*} of Section 3. There 
we have shown that L6 is in IL but not in IL&. Let a > 1 and define KS = L,(4u, 1). 
By Theorem 4.2, KS is in GOLe and, by Theorem 4.3, it is in IL. We will now show 
that KS is not in IL8 thus placing K5 into area 5 of Fig. 3. Suppose K5 satisfies I& 
with constant c. Let n 3 2 be. an integer that satisfies 
9*2 2an-2 > 9c9 [(4a + 2)n + l] l 2(a+‘)n-2 ( ) * 
and denote u = (4~ + 2)n + 1. Define 
Qo={JYI~~~#t)y~g*(l~(=(~l=an; ui# ui+l and tli# vi+1 for Isi<un}. 
Then Q- c Kr and II Q,ll = (3 l 2an-1)a =9 l 22un-2. Note that, for each f”wg” in 0, 
w does not contain a subword of the form xxR#yyR except itself. Now put m = 
(3a+l)n+l. By I&, thereexistsan Rs Q,, andan +Osuch that llRl)a IIQJ/(cu) 
and IW,,(R) s KY. By (*), I[ipII > 9~2(~+‘~*-*. On the other hand, let r = alat#&Pz 
and s = S1Sz#y1y2 be two strings in R such that lac,l = IS,1 = i and Ja,#&l = l&#y,( = 
m; i.e., cuz#/3, and Sz#yl can be interchanged yvithout leaving Kg. This means that 
r’= a&#r,& and s’ = &a2#Plr2 are in Kg. By our choice of m, any (i, m)-window 
of any word in KY must contain the middle 2an + 1 positions. Note that this implies 
that OGs(a+l)n. We will assume that n<i s an, leaving the other cases to the 
reader. Our assumption implies the following equalities: 
a1 = f *u1; a2 = u2u; p, = vq; pz = vzgn; 
8, =fnx1; 62 = x2x; Yl =YYl; Y2 = Yd 
where u = (u&~, v = (v,zQR, x = (x&~ and y = ( y1~y2)R. Since r’ and s’ are also 
in Kg, our choice of QU implies x = ( u~x*)~ and y = (_wp v*)~ implying u1 == x1 and 
v2 =y2. This further implies that all strings in R have identical prefixes of length 
lcvll = i > n and identical suffixes of length I&I = u - m - i - (a + 1)n - i. This means 
that for words in R we are “free to choose” at most the positions i + 1 through 
an + n and 3an + n + 2 through 3an + n + 1 + i, i.e., a total cf at 2 ist an + n positions. 
ence, II RI1 s 9 l 2(P+1)n-2 contradicting an e ier conclasion. It follows that KS 
es not satisfy ICE and hence fits area 5 of 
We can now fill the remaining areas of the diagr 
ea (see the end of Section 3) and defi 
v K5 (these will fit into areas 6, 7 and 8 res 
results of this section in the following theorem. 
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S. l%e diagram sf F@ 3 is correct, i.e., none of the twelve areas is empty. 
arisen between Es and Sokol 
One additional necessary condition for context-freeness was developed by 
Sokolowski f28] and then extended by Grant [ 12). In [lo] we have compared these 
conditions with the PC’s and here we wish to close the circle by comparing these 
conditions with IC’s. First, we need some definitions. Let C be an alphabet. A 
binary relation on C* is unbounded if for every m there exist X, y in C* such that 
Ix], 1~13 m and R(x, y). For X, y in X*, x c y means that x is obtained from y by 
<deleting at least one symbol; if all the deleted symbols are from among the last 
(first) m symbols of y, we write x <” y (X m < y). For pairs of strings we define the 
relation 
Extended §okolowski’s Condition (ESC): A language L C_ C* satisfies ESC if, for 
every ul, ti2, u3 in C* and every urbounded relation R on X*, ( u1xu2yu3 1 R(x, y)} G L, 
then 
en R is an equality relation on a subset 2% where & c C with ]&I 3 2, then 
ESC gives the Z3o!coZowski’s Condition (SC). By ESL and SL we denote the classes 
of languages atisfying the corresponding conditions. The conditions ESC and SC 
were introduced in [ 123 and [28] respectively. 
In [lo] we have proved the correctness of the inclusion diagram of Fig. 4. In this 
section our objective is to show that the diagram of Fig. 5 is correct. It is interesting 
to note here that ILc SL, a somewhat surprising fact which we will prove next. 
We first need a combinatorial emma. 
\, 
PL 
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Fig. 5. 
Lemma 5.1. Let 1 s r s n be integers and let A be an alphabet with llA II= t. Let the 
subset Q G A * have the largest cardinality such that for every 0 s i s n - r all the 
(i, r)-windows in (strings ofi Q ure &&XL Em Ii Q/ t= t’. 
Proof. Obviously, 11 Qll G t’. In the other direction we can construct a set Q G A * of 
cardinality t’ having tke desired property as follows: 
(a) Let i = 0 and Q = .4 ‘. Clearly, II Qll = t’ and all of the r-windows in Q are 
distinct. Proceed to step (b). 
(b) Here all of the (j, r)-windows of Q for 0 s j s i are distinct. Partition Q into 
t ‘-’ groups, each group containing t strings with an identical (i + 1, r - l)-window 
(the last r - 1 positions). Extend the length of each string in Q by appending every 
string in the same group with a distinct symbol of A. Strings in Q are now of length 
r + i -b 1 and have distinct (j, r)-windows for 0 s j G i + 1. Proceed to step (c). 
(4 Put i = i+ 1. If i c n -. r, then proceed to step (b); otherwise the construction 
has been completed. 
Q now contains only strings of length r + (n - r - 1) + 1 = n with all the @, r)- 
windows distinct for every 0 s j G n - r. Also, the cardinality of Q is maintained by 
step (b) and so llQll= t’. Cl 
Theorem 5.2. ILc, SL. 
Proof. Let L E C* satisfy IC with constant c. Since, as Horvath [ 181 observed, every 
language over a two-letter alphabet satisfies SC, we may assume that 1x13 3. Let 
A z C with IlA II 2 2 and ul, u2, u3 in C* such that 
Ll= { U*XU$CU3 l X E /?I +i 1 II,. 
We want to show that there exist x’, X” in A+, x’ Z x”, such 
Let p = lu,] + lull + lu31 and let n be an integer divisible by 
satisfy the inequalites 
that ~Ix’u&u~ is in L. 
8 and large enough to 
fi > 8 l max(lull, M, 1~31) and 
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By Lemma 5.1, there exists a subset A E A “, 11 AlI = 2”18, such that for every 0 < i < in 
all the (i, $)-windows of A are distinct. Define Qzn+p ={ uIxuzxu~ 1 x in A}. Clearly, 
Q Zn+p c Lf*+ps L2*+p and II Qzn+pII = II4 = Pg. Since L satisfies IC, we can take 
m = n and obtain a subset R c Q2n+p for which 
(i) ]lR]l~ IIQ2n+pIl/(c(2n +P)‘) 3 2, and 
(ii) IW& R) c L2n+p for some ia and n>k>$n. 
Note that for w = U~XU~XU~ in R and for n 3 k > in every k-window of w contains 
some in-window of x. There are several cases to be argued according to the position 
i of the k-window. We will discuss the case when the (i, k)-window includes u2 
and leave the other cases to the reader. Let 
t- = u,x,x2ti2x3&u3 and s = ulYlY2”2y3Y4u3 
be two distinct strings in R such that IxJ= I yll = i - 1~~1 and Ix~u~x~I = IY~u~Y~I= k 
Since the length of all these strings is n, we must have ]xil = I yi], i = 1, 2, 3, 4. By 
the above discussion and by the definition of Q2n+p, either x2 # y2 or x3 # y3. Since 
we can interchange the two windows without leaving L, we have u1x1y2&y3x4u3, 
u1y1x2u2x3y& in L2*‘9 By definition of Q2n+p we have x1x2 = x3x4 and yly2 = y3y4. 
Suppose now that we also have xly2= y3x4 and ylx2= x3y4. Since lx11 < 1x3] is 
impossible, we must have Ix,] 3 Ix31 and so xl = x3tll for some ol. Hence, 
x3x4 = x1x2 = X3ViX2 * X4=VlX2 
Y3x4 = xl y2 = x3 vly2 * y3 .= x3 l 
This gives a contradiction which implies that either xl y2 # y3x4 or ylx2 Z x3y4 th_;a 
providing us with an unequal pair of strings x’ and x” for which U~X’U~X”U~ is in 
L. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
We will now proceed to show that none of the seven areas of Fig. 5 is empty. Let 
M1 = {aP Ip prime} 
M2 = {a*b*c* I n 2 0) 
( =z L5 of Section 3), 
M3 = {xuuR#vvRy I x, y, u, v in P) (= L6 of Section 3), 
M6={uxxy~~#~;~,y9~~~*} (= L1 1 of Section 3), 
where C = (01, b, c). MI is in ESL-CFL [IQ] and M2 is in SL-ESL [12]. Moreover, 
by Corollary 2.2, MI is in ILe. Since it is easy to show that M2 is in ILt, we conclude 
that and M2 fit areas 1 and 2 of Fig. 5. In Section 3, M3 was shown to be in 
CFL- IL& and M6 in GOL-IL. Since GOLc, ESL [lo], M3 and M6 fit into areas 
of Fig. 5. The remaining ianguages can be constructed by disjoint unions: 
= I = Ad2 u M6. Using the closure under union of all 
the classes involved (see Claim 3.7 and also [lo]), it is straightforward to show that 
and S and 7 of Fig. 5. e summarize this in a theorem. 
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Theorem 5.3. T;he diagram of Fig. 5 is correct, i.e., none of the sewn areas in the 
diagram is empty. 
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